Abstract. In studying a particular subdirectly irreducible lattice it is often important to know the location of a critical edge, that is, a quotient that is collapsed by every nontrivial congruence relation. We show that a critical edge can always be found in a rather natural location.
In studying a particular subdirectly irreducible lattice L, it is often important to know the location of a critical edge of L, that is, a quotient u/v of L that is collapsed by every nontrivial congruence relation on L. Disregarding the trivial case in which L is distributive, and is therefore just a two-element chain, we shall show that such an edge can always be found in a rather natural location.
A nondistributive lattice, of course, contains a sublattice isomorphic to the diamond A/3 or the pentagon N (see Figure 1 Proof of Theorem 1. Let L be a nonmodular, subdirectly irreducible lattice; then L has both an TV-quotient and a critical edge. We want to show that L has an TV-quotient that is also a critical edge. For any TV-quotient a/b and any critical edge c/d there exist a natural number n and quotients a/b = Xn/vn, xx/yx, . . . , x"/y" with d < y" < x" < c such that for each i < n, xi+l/yi+x is a subquotient of a transpose of x¡/y¡. Our objective is to show that for suitable a/b and c/d, n can be taken to be 0, for this means that some TV-quotient a/b is a subquotient of a critical edge c/d, and is therefore itself a critical edge.
Let us suppose, to the contrary, that n is never 0, and choose a/b and c/d, as well as the quotients x¡/y¡ so that n is as small as possible. We may assume that xn/yn is a subquotient of a lower transpose u/v of x"_l/y"_l, that is, x"_, = v"_, + u,v = v"_i« and v < yn < x" < u. From the minimality of n it follows that no subquotient of xn_l/y"_l is a critical edge, and hence a nontrivial subquotient of x"_l/y"_i cannot be a transpose of a subquotient of x"/y". Thus the quotients (v"_, + xn)/{yn_x + yn) and x"/(y"_l + y")xn, being transposes of each other, must be trivial, that is, we must have xn < v"_, + y". However, this implies that N(y", v"_,, x"), and .x^/y,, is thus both a critical edge and an TV-quotient. This contradiction completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let L be a modular, nondistributive, subdirectly irreducible lattice. Then any two nontrivial quotients in L have nontrivial subquotients that are projective to each other. Hence every nontrivial quotient has a subquotient that is a critical edge, and it therefore suffices to show that every nontrivial subquotient of an A/-quotient is projective to an M-quotient.
Let M (a, b, c) and c < v < x < a + b. Set a' = ax, b' = bx, c' = (a' + b')c and v' = (a' + b')y. We then have M {a', b', c'), and {ax + bx)/y' is a lower transpose of x/y. Now put a" = a' + b'y', b" = b' + a'y' and c" = v'. We have M {a", b", c"), and the transpose {a" + b")/c" = (a' + b')/y' of x/y is therefore an M-quotient.
In [1] , Dilworth and Freese show that any lattice L can be embedded in a strongly atomic lattice L' such that L and L' generate the same variety. The two corollaries that follow were inspired by this fact, although we actually use only a weaker and more obvious result.
Corollary 3. Every completely join-irreducible, nonmodular variety of lattices is generated by a subdirectly irreducible lattice having a critical edge that is both an N-quotient and a prime quotient.
Corollary
4. Every completely join-irreducible, modular, nondistributive variety of lattices is generated by a subdirectly irreducible lattice having a critical edge that is both an M-quotient and aprime quotient.
